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Abstract

The bullwhip effect is the amplification of the order vari-
ability in a supply chain. This phenomenon causes impor-
tant financial cost due to higher inventory levels and agility
reduction. In this paper, we study, for each company in
a supply chain, the individual incentive to collaborate to
reduce this problem. To achieve this, we simulate a sup-
ply chain inspired by the Québec forest industry, in which
each company is an agent that uses one of three ordering
schemes. Each ordering scheme represents a level of col-
laboration. One run of the simulation is done with fifty (50)
weeks for each of the �� � ��� combinations of these 3 or-
dering schemes among the 6 companies of the simulation.
In each run, we evaluate each company’s inventory hold-
ing and backorder costs. These outcomes are used to build
a game in the normal form, which is next analyzed using
Game Theory. In particular, we find two Nash equilibria in-
curring the minimum cost of the supply chain. We also note
that there are no Nash equilibria in which some companies
do not collaborate: collaborating companies have no incen-
tive to stop collaboration.

1. Introduction

A supply chain is a set of autonomous business units pro-
ducing and distributing products. The bullwhip effect is the
amplification of the order variability in such a supply chain.
In other words, the bullwhip effect is a distortion of demand
information when this information is transmitted as orders
along the supply chain down to the n tier suppliers. There-
fore, this deformation of information does not only inter-
est Supply Chain Management, but also Computer Science
which is the study of information processing.

The bullwhip effect costs money due to higher inventory
levels and supply chain agility reduction. It is a problem
of coordination and collaboration between selfish agents
(i.e., autonomous business units of the supply chain). In
fact, downstream companies (e.g. retailers) do not suffer di-
rectly from it while they are in position to reduce it, as the

bullwhip effect amplifies along the supply chain, whereas
upstream companies (i.e. raw material suppliers, such as
a forest) suffer from this phenomenon while they cannot
counter it.

Solving this problem requires collaboration in the supply
chain, but the problem lies in the fact that companies have
conflicting objectives, and thus, may not have an incentive
to collaborate. Information sharing, here demand informa-
tion transmission, is one method of collaboration which is
often said to be the solution to the bullwhip effect [4, 6, 14].
We have previously designed a decentralized decision pro-
cess (i.e., an ordering scheme) based on information shar-
ing to minimize the bullwhip effect without neglecting the
importance of inventory management and operational con-
straints [10, 11]. Up to now, we have only examined the ef-
ficiency of these schemes in multi-agent simulations of a
homogeneous supply chain, i.e., a supply chain where all
company-agents use the same ordering scheme. In this pa-
per, we consider a heterogeneous supply chain by letting
company-agents use different ordering schemes. This al-
lows us to study companies’ incentives for using our de-
cision process and therefore for collaborating. We describe
this problem of incentive for collaborating in Section 2.

We use concepts from Game Theory to analyze the sim-
ulation outcomes. Precisely, outcomes are used to build a
game in the normal form, and we look in this game for
strictly dominated strategies, Nash equilibria and minimum
supply chain costs. A strictly dominated strategy is a com-
pany’s scheme that is never used because it always incurs
the highest cost for the company no matter what is chosen
by the rest of the supply chain. A Nash equilibrium is a sit-
uation where no company has an incentive to change its or-
dering scheme. The minimum overall cost is the best situ-
ation for the whole supply chain, even if some companies
are not gaining as much as they could. These Game The-
ory concepts are presented in Section 3.

Multi-agent simulations are carried out to build the stud-
ied games. That is, each company is seen as a reactive
agent that applies a given ordering scheme, and we sim-
ulate the corresponding supply chain in order to evaluate
inventory and backorder costs for each company. In each
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run of the simulation, each company-agent applies one of
three ordering schemes. We restrict the number of pos-
sible schemes to 3, because the number of combinations
of schemes among the 6 companies in the simulation is
�� � ���. For each combination, a run of the simulation is
carried out and the cost incurred by each company is writ-
ten in a �� �� �� �� �� � matrix. This matrix is a game
in the normal form that we analyze with the above men-
tioned game-theoretic concepts. The simulation model, the
three ordering schemes and the analysis of the simulation
outcomes are given in Section 4

This analysis shows that two Nash equilibria in-
cur the minimum supply chain cost. Intuitively, this mini-
mum should be incurred when every company fully collab-
orates, but surprisingly, there is one company that only col-
laborates partially in these two equilibria, while all other
companies fully collaborate. The supply chain should
therefore try to reach one of these two equilibria, be-
cause they reduce the overall supply chain cost while
no company would be better off leaving them. This in-
terpretation of the simulation outcomes is developped in
Section 5.

2. Problem Statement and Motivation

We now present the bullwhip effect and then, a solution
that we have previously proposed to reduce it. Next, we out-
line the motivation for the approach presented in this paper:
we would like to know if selfish companies have individ-
ual incentive to use such a solution for reducing the bull-
whip effect.

2.1. The Bullwhip Effect

The bullwhip effect is a deformation of demand infor-
mation when this information is transmitted as orders move
down the supply chain. Figure 1 shows how the bullwhip
effect propagates in a simple supply chain with only three
companies in the specific case of the forest supply chain:
a retailer, a wholesaler and a pulp mill. The retailer sells
to the customer and buys from the wholesaler, the whole-
saler sells to the retailer and buys from the pulp mill and
the pulp mill sells to the wholesaler and buys from an un-
known supplier. The ordering patterns of the three compa-
nies “share a common, recurring theme: the variabilities of
an upstream site are always greater than those of the down-
stream site” [6]. As a variability, the bullwhip effect is mea-
sured by the standard deviation � of orders (note that means
� of orders are all equal in our example).

There are several consequences of the bullwhip effect:
this effect incurs costs due to higher inventory levels and
supply chain agility reduction, decrease of customer ser-
vice levels, ineffective transportation, missed production
schedules� � � In fact, such fluctuations of the demand lead
every participant in the supply chain to “stockpile because
of a high degree of demand uncertainties and variabili-
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Figure 1. The bullwhip effect [6, 7].

ties” [7]. An insight of the importance of this problem is
given by Carlsson and Fullér [3] who estimate that the costs
incurred by the bullwhip effect are 200-300 MFIM (40-60
millions USD) annually for a 300 kton North-European pa-
per mill.

2.2. Information Sharing as a Solution to the Bull-
whip Effect

We have previously proposed a decentralized coordina-
tion technique aiming at reducing the bullwhip effect [10,
11]. This technique is based on two principles:

� Lot-for-lot orders eliminate the bullwhip effect. Lot-
for-lot ordering means that each company orders what
is demanded of it: if its client wants 10 products, the
company places an order for 10 products. With such a
strategy, the bullwhip effect is eliminated, but inven-
tory levels are not managed. Therefore, we kept lot-
for-lot orders, but we added another piece of infor-
mation to manage inventory levels. Precisely, orders
are now vectors ����� instead of a number � , such
as � � � � �, and where � and � are hidden. �
in ����� is set according to the lot-for-lot scheme.
Therefore, the retailer transmits the market consump-
tion to the wholesaler in �, next the wholesaler trans-
mits this information to the pulp mill, � � �, and there-
fore the sharing of demand information is achieved.

� Companies should react only once to each market con-
sumption change. This second principle determines the
method for choosing� in �����: � is equal to zero all
the time, except when market consumption changes, in
which case companies react to this change by sending
non-zero � in order to stabilize their inventory to the
initial level. � may be negative.

In our previous work [10, 11], we have compared two
versions of our ordering scheme. In the first version, compa-
nies only have � to know the market consumption. There-
fore � is proportional to the variation of � in respect
the second principle. This first version was called “Experi-
ment B” in [10, 11]; we now call it “ordering scheme �” (cf.
Figure 2). In the second version of our ordering scheme,
information centralization is used, that is, retailers multi-
cast the market consumption to the whole supply chain. In-
formation sharing with information centralization is much
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Figure 2. The three ordering schemes.

quicker than information sharing with ����� orders, be-
cause the market consumption transmitted in� is as slow as
orders, while information centralization is assumed to be in-
stantaneous. The second version of our ordering scheme is
made more efficient by setting � proportional to the varia-
tion of the market consumption: as soon as the market con-
sumption changes, non-zero � are sent by all companies.
Moreover, companies also base � on the market consump-
tion transmitted by retailers instead of on incoming�, again
in order to react quicker to the market consumption change.
This second version was called “Experiment D” in [10, 11];
we refer now to it as “ordering scheme �” (cf. Figure 2). Fi-
nally, “ordering scheme �” is a benchmark to compare the
efficiency of information sharing in the two other ordering
schemes. That is, Scheme � does not use information shar-
ing. In fact, it is a �	� 
� ordering policy, which is a clas-
sic rule in Inventory Management where a company orders
�
��� items when its inventory level � falls below 	. These
three schemes are presented in formal notations in Subsec-
tion 4.2.

2.3. Incentives for Collaboration

The two versions of our solution to the bullwhip effect,
as previously presented, assume that companies share infor-
mation. We now want to know whether all companies in a
forest supply chain have an incentive to use this solution. As
such a solution requires information sharing, we also want
to know if all companies have an incentive to collaborate,
or conversely, whether companies that would like the whole
supply chain to collaborate have to pay the other compa-
nies to provide an incentive to collaborate, e.g., the com-
panies preferring collaboration could buy the information
required to collaborate. In fact, each company could pre-
fer that the entire supply chain, except itself, collaborates.
To address this issue, we consider three levels of collabora-
tion. Each level of collaboration is represented by an order-
ing rule: Scheme � requires no collaboration, i.e., no infor-
mation sharing, Scheme � requires basic information shar-
ing when companies use ����� orders, and Scheme � re-
quires improved information sharing when companies use
both ����� orders and information centralization. Figure 2
exhibits these three ordering schemes.

3. Supply Chain Management and Game
Theory

Supply Chain Management can be defined as a “set of
approaches utilized to efficiently integrate suppliers, man-
ufacturers, warehouses, and stores, so that merchandise is
produced and distributed at the right quantities, to the right
locations, and at the right time, in order to minimize system
wide costs while satisfying service level requirements” [14].
To achieve this, some researchers have used Game Theory
to study incentive in supply chain management. In particu-
lar, Cachon and Netessine [2] give an overview of such stud-
ies, and note the “recent explosion of game-theoretic papers
in Supply Chain Management”. Our work belongs to this
new area, except that we replace an analytical model by a
multi-agent model that we simulate. In the same way, some
authors from the Multi-Agent System field (e.g., [1, 12, 13])
suggest the use of Game Theory to analyze the behavior of
a multi-agent system.

The simulation outcomes of our multi-agent simu-
lation are used to build a game in the normal form [2]
that consists of (i) players, companies or agents repre-
sented by � � 	� � � � � 
, who are here the six compa-
nies, (ii) strategies �, which are the three ordering rules
�, �, and � available to each company � (we interchange-
ably use the terms: rule, scheme and strategy), (iii) pay-
offs/utilities, which are here replaced by company cost
��. In fact, we do not consider a company-agent’s util-
ity, but its inventory holding and backorder costs. As we
assume production cost is equal to zero, we could re-
fer to profit by subtracting zero from the inventory
and backorder cost, but instead of that, we only con-
sider costs in order to remove negative values. There-
fore, agents do not want to maximize their utility, but
instead, they seek to minimize their costs. The main adapta-
tions between our notations and traditional Economic def-
initions come from this difference, and other adaptations
come from the use of Supply Chain Management vocabu-
lary. We now introduce some notations used throughout the
paper, then some solution concepts that are adapted from
Game Theory. In these notations, we call “common pa-
rameters” the parameters shared by several companies:
���� � company �’s �ncoming �rder � in week �;
���� � company �’s � laced �rder � in week �;
���� � company �’s �ncoming order � in week �;
���� � company �’s � laced order � in week �;
� �� � company �’s �nventory (or backorder when

negative) in week �;
r� � strategy/ordering scheme/ordering ule used

by company � ;
	 � common parameter of the ordering scheme �;

 � common parameter of the ordering scheme �;
� � common parameter that rules the emission of

� in ordering schemes � and �;
�� � company �’s �ost in a fifty week simulation;
� � supply chain �ost in a fifty week simulation.
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In our convention, companies are written as power, e.g.,
�� is company �’s cost (correspondence between � and the
position in the supply chain is given in Figure 3, e.g., � � �
corresponds to the Paper Wholesaler). Next, we calcu-
late company �’s cost �� as the sum of its inventory (inven-
tory cost is �	��������������) plus two times the sum of
its backorder (backorder cost is ����������������) during
the whole simulation (Equation 1 below). The cost of the
entire supply chain � is the sum of all �� (Equation 2 be-
low). Next, something to the power ���� means this some-
thing for everyone except �. For example, ��� is the cost of
all companies except � (Equation 3 below). In other words,
the overall cost of a supply chain � is equal to the sum
�� � ��� for any company �.

��� �� �

���
���

������ � ��� � � �������� ���� (1)

� �

��
���

�� (2)

��� �
�
� ���

�� (3)

We now adapt concepts from Game Theory to our needs
(based on Jehle and Reny [5]):

Joint strategy/rule : The set  of ordering schemes
(�� �� �� �� �� �) used by companies is a joint
strategy. Precisely,  is a vector of six strate-
gies/rules, where the first rule refers to the Lum-
ber Retailer’s rule, the second to the Paper re-
tailer’s, � � �, and the sixth to the Sawmill’s rule.
We can now expand the previous Equation 2 as
��� �

��
��� �

���� ���, where, for exam-
ple, ����� ��� � ����� ��� �� �� �� ��� is
the cost for the paper wholesaler �� � �� of order-
ing with � when the rest of the supply chain uses
the joint strategy/rule �� � ��� �� �� �� ��. Fi-
nally, we write  � ��� ��� for any company �.

Strictly dominant strategy/rule : A strategy/rule
�� for company � is strictly dominant if
������ ��� � ����� ��� for all ��� ��� such
as � �� ��.

In other words, a strictly dominant strategy �� al-
ways incurs a lower cost �� for company � than any
other ordering strategy/rule, whatever strategy is used
by the five other companies. Precisely, the dominant
strategy �� is always the best choice for company �, and
therefore this company should use it. Such best strate-
gies are very rare, therefore we look rather for domi-
nated strategies in our experiments.

Strictly dominated strategy : Company �’s strategy ��

strictly dominates another of its strategies ��, if
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Pulp mill
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Figure 3. Model of forest supply chain used
in simulations.

������ ��� � ������ ��� for all ��. In this case, we
also say that �� is strictly dominated.

This means that whatever joint rule �� is chosen
by the five other companies, a dominated strategy ��

incurs higher costs �� than another rule ��. Precisely,
the dominated strategy �� is always the worst one for
company �, even if it is dominated by different strate-
gies depending on what is chosen by the other compa-
nies. For example, � is dominated by � when another
player chooses �, and � is dominated by � the rest of
the time: �� � � is always dominated, but not always
by the same ��.

Pure Nash equilibrium : The joint strategy/rule � is a pure
Nash equilibrium if for each company �, ������ ���� �
����� ���� for all � �� ��, where � � ���� ����.

Conversely to the two above domination relations,
a Nash equilibrium deals with joint strategies and not
with individual strategies. A Nash equilibrium is a sta-
ble state of the supply chain: when companies choose
the joint strategy � � ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� and where
none of these companies has an incentive to use an-
other ordering scheme while fully aware of the oth-
ers’ behavior. In other words, no company “wants to
unilaterally deviate from it since such behavior would
lead to” higher costs [2]. For example, if �� is � in
the Nash equilibrium, the lumber retailer has no incen-
tive to change for � or � when this retailer observes
others’ behavior. This does not mean a Nash equilib-
rium is the best joint strategy for the supply chain (i.e.,
it does not incur the minimum of�), it only means that
the supply chain will remain in this equilibrium after it
is reached: it is a “shaft state”. Finally, to simplify the
research of Nash equilibria, we first successively elim-
inate strictly dominated strategies, since no Nash equi-
libria are lost by such eliminations [8]. Next, we look
for Nash equilibria in the reduced game.

Minimum of overall cost : As we consider costs instead
of profits, overall cost � replaces the “social welfare”
concept. As previously stated in Equation 2, the over-
all cost is measured as � � ���

�.
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The lower the overall cost � is, the more efficient
the supply chain is. If the supply chain was only one
company, the goal would be to minimize �. The prob-
lem is that some companies may have no incentive to
reach the minimum of �, i.e., some companies may
have to sacrifice themselves by increasing their cost
in order to improve the global welfare of the supply
chain. Therefore, the fact that a joint strategy incurs the
minimum of � means this joint strategy is the best one
for the supply chain as a whole, but it does not mean
that it will be used, because some companies may have
an incentive to deviate from it.

Best strategy/rule : We call “best joint strategy” (it is not
a Game Theory term) a joint strategy that both mini-
mizes � and is a Nash equilibrium.

4. Simulations

The previous Game Theory concepts are used to analyze
games built from simulations. We now explain how these
simulations are carried out. We first introduce the simula-
tion model based on the Québec Wood Supply Game, next
we detail how the three ordering rules �, � and � are mod-
eled in this model, and finally the results of the analysis of
simulation outcomes are given.

4.1. The Québec Wood Supply Game

Figure 3 shows how six players (human or software
agents) play the Québec Wood Supply Game. The game is
played by turns: each turn represents a week in reality and is
played in 5 steps; these 5 steps are played in parallel by each
player. In the first step, players receive their inventory (these
products were sent two weeks earlier by their supplier, be-
cause there is a two-week shipping delay) and advance ship-
ping delays between suppliers and their customers. Then in
the second step, players look at their incoming orders and
try to fill them. If they have backorders, they try to fill those
as well. If they do not have enough inventory, they ship as
much as they can, and add the rest to their backorders. In
the third step, players record their inventory or backorders.
In the fourth step, players advance the order slips. In the last
step, players place an order to their supplier(s) and record
this order. To decide what to place as orders, players com-
pare their incoming orders with their inventory/backorder
level (in our experiments, company-agents only use the or-
dering scheme �, � or �). The decision that would reduce
the bullwhip effect has to be taken here. Finally, a new week
begins with a new step 1, and so on. Each position is played
in the same way, except the Sawmill-agent: this agent re-
ceives two orders (one from the Lumber Wholesaler, an-
other from the Pulp mill) that have to be aggregated when
placing an order to the forest. The Sawmill-agent can eval-
uate its order by basing it on the lumber demand or on the
paper demand: in our experiments, the Sawmill places an

order equal to the mean of these two possible orders. More-
over, the Sawmill receives one type of product and each
unit of this product generates two units: a lumber and a pa-
per unit. That is, each incoming unit is cut in two: one piece
goes to the Sawmill’s lumber inventory, the other goes to its
paper inventory. The full formal description of the simula-
tion is detailed in [11].

4.2. The Three Ordering Schemes

The ordering rule � used by the company � in this simu-
lation is such as � 	 ��� �� ��, where ordering scheme �,
� and � are as follows:

� Scheme �: there is no collaboration here, because each
company places orders on its own, neither taking into
account the rest of the supply, nor sharing any infor-
mation. In our experiments, we used an �	� 
� order-
ing policy, that is, when inventory level � falls be-
low 	, the company orders 
 � � items. We adapt
in [9] the optimization model for the �	� 
� ordering
rule to our simulation. We find that using 	 �  and

 � ���� is optimal. As we will see with experimen-
tal results, collaboration-based Schemes � and � per-
form better than the optimized �. In fact, Rule �, like
the �	� 
� ordering policy, is optimized under the as-
sumption that the company using this policy has an in-
finite source of products as supplier. The problem is
that stockouts may arise by this supplier during simu-
lations. Therefore, the mathematical model on which
the � and �	� 
� ordering rules are based should be
adapted to take into account an entire supply chain,
rather than a single company, but this is a very diffi-
cult task. Therefore, we take �	� 
� � �� ����� to cal-
culate ���� (Equation 4):

���� �

�

 � � �� if � �� � 	
 else (4)

As the company applying Rule � does not use �,
placed � are always equal to zero (Equation 5):

���� �  (5)

� Scheme �: a first step of collaboration is achieved here
with market consumption sharing between each com-
pany and its supplier. To share such information, com-
panies place two-dimension orders ����� where � is
the market consumption transmitted from company to
company and � is chosen such as � � � represents
what the company needs and such as � �  when � is
steady. Scheme � was proposed in [10] to reduce the
bullwhip effect by stabilizing the order stream as much
as possible.

Company �’s material requirements are added to in-
coming � and this sum is sent as � to the supplier
(Equation 6 below). We have taken: ������������

�
��
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as an estimation of material requirements. It corre-
sponds to the inventory decrease caused by the vari-
ation of incoming order � ����, that is, caused by the
market consumption variation. As in [10, 11], we set
� � � in order to have steady inventory equal to ini-
tial inventory level when market consumption becomes
constant.

���� � ���� � � � ������� ������ (6)

Incoming �, which is the market consumption when
all clients use Scheme � or Scheme �, is transmitted to
the client (Equation 7 below):

���� � ���� (7)

� Scheme �: the highest level of collaboration is
achieved here. We assume there is information cen-
tralization, that is, each firm in the supply chain is
provided with complete information on the actual cus-
tomer consumption. Again, ����� orders are used,
but now � and � are managed differently, but still ac-
cording to the two principles outlined in Subsec-
tion 2.2.

Scheme � is very similar to Scheme � and was also
proposed in [10]. A practical problem in the simula-
tion is to adapt the three ordering schemes �, � and �
to make them work together. In particular, the only dif-
ference between � and � is in the way to place � and
�: they are based on market consumption when infor-
mation centralization is achieved by the retailer, else
they are based on the wholesaler’s incoming order �
when the retailer does not multicast its incoming� but
the wholesaler does, � � �, else the company uses its own
incoming order when none of its clients multicast their
incoming orders. Equation 8 illustrates the case of the
Pulp mill (note that ���� is the market consumption).
In the same way, ���� is derived from Scheme �. For
example, when we take again the case of the Pulp mill,
the value of � in ���� and ������ in the previous Equa-
tion 6 has to be set either to 2, 4 or 5, depending on
whether the paper retailer or the wholesaler broadcast
or not their incoming orders � ����. Here, � � � to
have steady inventories equal to their initial levels.

���� �

���������
��������

���� if the paper retailer multicasts
its incoming orders;

���� if the paper retailer does not
multicast its incoming orders,
but the paper wholesaler does.

���� if no company multicast
its incoming orders.

(8)

Once these three ordering schemes are made compatible,
we run our model in a multi-agent simulation where each
company is an agent that uses one of these three ordering
rules. We run the simulation �� � ��� times, with � �� �  as

initial condition for every agent �. For each run, we use an-
other combination of the three ordering rules among the six
agents: all companies use Scheme � in the first run, then all
companies use Scheme � except one company which uses
Scheme � in the second run, � � �, and finally, all compa-
nies use Scheme � in the ���th simulation. For each run of
this simulation, each company-agent inventory holding and
backorder cost is evaluated. In this paper, we do not focus
on the reduction of the bullwhip effect, which is measured
as the standard-deviation � of companies’ orders and not as
a cost, but on the financial benefits of reducing the bullwhip
effect in a collaborative way. The outcomes (i.e., each com-
pany’s cost) of the 729 simulations are then used to build a
game in the normal form. We next analyze this game to find
dominated ordering schemes, Nash equilibria and the mini-
mum of �.

4.3. Results

The analyze of this huge game (6-dimension matrix fil-
led with 
 � ��� individual costs) is carried out with Gam-
bit 0.97.0.4 [8], a software distributed under the GNU Gen-
eral Public License. First, � is dominated for Paper and
Lumber Retailers. Next, Figures 4 and 5 show the re-
sults of this analysis. The format of data in Figure 4 is
��� �� �� �� �� ��
 ����������������� �
�. For instance, the next-to-last Nash equilibrium, called
�
��� is ��� �� �� �� �� �� 
 	� � � 	� �� � ��� �
	� 
�� � 	� ��
 � 	� ��� � ��� ���, in which, for exam-
ple, the Pulp mill �� � �� uses � � �, which incurs for
this company a cost �� � �	� ��
. With this notation, the
two joint strategies in �
��� incur the mininimum of the
supply chain cost � � ��� 	, and every company � has
the same individual cost �� in them. Furthermore, it is very
interesting to note that these two joint strategies are also
Nash equilibria, i.e., �
��� � �
���. We earlier called
these two joint strategies the best ones, because they are
they incur the lowest supply chain cost, while no company
has an incentive to deviate from them. In addition to the
two Nash equilibria �
���, there are four other equilibria
�
���� �
���� �
��� and �
���. The ordering rule � does
not appear in any of these equilibria, which shows that com-
panies prefer collaboration. In the same way, � is used by al-
most every company in �
��� � �
��� in which the sup-
ply chain cost � is minimal, while this supply chain cost
� is higher when several companies use � instead of � (cf.
�
��� and �
��� � �
���	). This makes us think that �
should be minimised when all companies use �. In fact, full
collaboration should be better for the supply chain than ba-
sic collaboration. Surprisingly, this is not the case, because
a homogeneous supply chain using � incurs � � �
� ���
(cf. �
���
), while a heterogeneous supply chain using
�
��� or �
��� incurs a lower �. Here, we call “hetero-
geneous” a supply chain in which every company has the
same behaviour, i.e., every company uses the same order-
ing scheme. Finally, with a homogeneous supply chain us-
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Figure 4. Experimental results (raw data).
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Figure 5. Experimental results (histograms).

ing �
����, i.e., when every company uses �, all individ-
ual costs �� and the supply chain cost � are much higher
than with � and �. This shows that optimizing for single
companies can be outperformed by considering the whole
supply chain in order to propose to companies some ways
of collaboration, i.e., information sharing in our case. This
very high cost � is the reason why �
���� is not men-
tionned in Figure 5

5. Discussion

First, we only consider in this paper pure strategies, that
is, companies use the same ordering rule in each of the fifty
weeks of a simulation. The concept of mixed strategies also
exists in Game Theory, in which there is the addition of
probability on the usage of the rules (e.g. the paper retailer
uses � 75% of the time and � the remaining time). In fact,
mixed strategies cannot be used in our simulations, because
of the two following remarks:

1. Conversely to traditional Game Theory, we cannot de-
termine the expected outcome of a simulation with
mixed strategies based on two simulations with pure
strategies. The main reason is that there is a transition
period in the supply chain when a company switches

from one ordering rule to another. For example, when
the paper retailer switches from � to �, products previ-
ously ordered with � will still arrive after four weeks,
which has an impact on the paper retailer’s inventory
level and behavior. This problem of “state transition”
does not exist in traditional Game Theory. If we want
to approximate the expected outcome for some spe-
cific mixed strategy, we have to simulate this mixed
strategy over a very large number of weeks.

2. We do not know of any algorithms that determine Nash
equilibria in mixed strategies in a reasonable time for
games as large as ours. The determination of Nash
equilibria in pure strategies requires the comparison of
individual outcomes, while mixed strategies requires
the resolution of linear equations, a more complex
task.

Here, we are concerned with the interpretation of the
analysis of the simulation outcomes. These results are not
obtained with a dynamic simulation, that is, a simulation in
which companies are allowed to change their behavior. On
the contrary, each company keeps the same ordering rule
during the fifty weeks of the run of the simulation. On the
one hand, if companies were able to change of ordering rule
during a run, i.e., if we changed the simulation for a dy-
namic one, the supply chain would either stabilize on one
of the Nash equilibria that we found, or will never stabi-
lize. This possible stabilization would depend (i) on the ini-
tial state of the supply chain (initial inventory levels, or-
ders and shippings) and (ii) on the decision process used by
companies to change their ordering scheme. On the other
hand, we can propose another interpretation of our simu-
lations in which companies negotiate before playing. This
assumption does not totally conform with Game Theory,
because players only have one choice to make, but it cor-
responds with our model and with real life. Here, equilib-
ria correspond to the outcome of the negotiation made be-
fore the first week of simulation. In other words, before pro-
ducing any products, the six companies must first agree on
which joint strategy they want to reach. In this negotiation,
�
��� � �
��� can hold, because the negotiation can only
conclude on a Nash equilibrium. Companies should try to
reach this equilibrium instead of another one. After the ne-
gotiation has ended, i.e., after a Nash equilibrium has been
chosen, companies have to sign contracts allowing them to
use the rules � and �, because information shared in rules �
and � have to be kept secret, and both information shar-
ing and centralization requires the installation of some sup-
porting technologies, in particular, based on the Internet. By
definition, no other contract forcing companies not to devi-
ate from the chosen equilibrium is required.

Finally, we insist on the interpretation of outcomes in
our experiments, and in particular our Nash equilibria. Such
outcomes represent costs for fifty week simulations. In other
words, when companies consider them, they only base their
decision on long term costs. This means that Nash equilib-
ria are stable states for the supply chain if all companies use
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the same time horizon in their decision process; if a com-
pany considers a shorter horizon, it could have an incen-
tive to leave such equilibria. On the other hand, collabora-
tion is often considered on a long horizon, because it re-
quires companies to sign contracts for secrecy agreements
and to install some collaboration-support devices: our time
horizon is therefore well chosen.

6. Conclusion

This paper studied companies’ incentive to collaborate
in order to reduce the bullwhip effect. Collaboration is seen
here as information sharing. Precisely, we have designed an
ordering scheme [10, 11] to reduce the bullwhip effect, a
phenomenon in which demand variability amplifies in the
supply chain and which causes costs due to higher inven-
tory levels and agility reduction. We compared two versions
of this ordering scheme with the traditional �	� 
� order-
ing policy, usually used in Inventory Management. That is,
we considered three levels of collaboration: (�) no collabo-
ration when companies use a classic �	� 
� ordering policy,
(�) little collaboration when companies use our basic order-
ing scheme, which is based on information sharing between
each company and its suppliers, and (�) full collaboration
when companies enhance our ordering scheme with infor-
mation centralization, that is, companies receive the actual
market consumption from retailers in real-time.

Three main conclusions have been drawn from our ex-
perimental results. First, the two joint strategies that mini-
mize the supply chain cost are Nash equilibria. Therefore,
no company has an incentive to deviate from them. In these
two equilibria, almost every company fully collaborates,
which recalls that collaborating, through information shar-
ing, or better, through the centralization of information, is
always seen as a good practice in a supply chain. Second,
several Nash equilibria exist in the considered supply chain
and all of them require (basic or full) collaboration. Third,
there are no equilibria where one or several companies do
not collaborate.

As future work, we will first change the market con-
sumption pattern in order to verify if the results still hold.
Next, we will look for relations of Pareto-dominance in sim-
ulation outcomes to order the Nash equilibria. Finally, we
will adapt our model to assume companies want to max-
imize their utility/profit, instead of minimizing their cost.
Therefore, costs will take into account production and in-
ventory activities. The supply chain will earn money each
time a retailer sells a product to the market, and loose sales
when market consumption exceeds the quantity of prod-
ucts available by retailers. Backorders in the supply will no
longer cost money: the only goal of each company will be,
for retailers, to have enough products. Therefore, compa-
nies’ goals will be quite different: instead of aiming at zero
inventory and zero backorder, companies will try to maxi-
mize the retailer’s sales, while minimizing their own inven-
tory.
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